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When appropriate, radio transmissions on a Dispatch^ommand or Tactical Net should be re-
strictedto priority'or emergency transmissions only. Typically a priority traffic only restriction
is less serious than an emergency traffic only restriction.

Priority Traffic Only

A priority traffic only restriction should be used to keep the Dispatch Netfree for lmtialdlsPatch
of^ewincFdents mdto keep the channel clear for responding units and the Incident Commander
to contact NetCom.

A priority traffic only restriction can be initiated by NetCom or at the request of an Incident
Com-nander, Zone Coordinator or Duty Chief. Circumstances which may indicate a need for a
pnontytraffic only restriction include:' a high volume of radio traffic; multiPle mcldent^^or^
Sngle escalating or high visibility incident causing a lot of radio traffic and/or phone caus- Dur-
ing°a priority traffic only restriction, the Dispatch Net will be used to: disPatch_andacknowledge
ne^'incidents; broadcast and acknowledge stahis changes; and request and acknowledge re-
sponse upgrades. Inappropriate use of the Dispatch Net dunng aPnontY ̂afflcon^rGS^W
Scludesru utto umt'conversations (even if incident related) and administrative (non-incident

related) broadcasts.
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To initiate a priority traffic only restriction, the Fire Dispatcher will use a single alert tone and
broadcast, "All units, priority traffic only on the Dispatch Net until further notice. " A priority
traffic only restriction could last for several hours and the restriction should be rebroadcast as
needed. The channel marker will be activated for priority traffic.

To resume nonnal traffic, use a single alert tone and broadcast, "All units, resume normal traffic
on the Dispatch Net."

Emereency Traffic Only

An emergency ta-affic only restriction should be initiated anytime the dispatcher is advised that a
firefighter is down, in imminent danger and/or an operational retreat is ordered. An emergency
traffic only restriction should also be initiated, regardless of the circumstances, at the request of
the Incident Commander (1C).

During an emergency traffic only restnction, the only transmissions on the restricted radio net
will be those related to the working incident. Other channels should be used as appropriate to
manage all other radio communications. If the restricted radio net is the Dispatch Net, the initial
dispatch of new incidents will continue to be broadcast on the Dispatch Net. After the initial
dispatch is completed, other channels should be used to manage all other radio communications.
This should keep the Dispatch Net clear for transmissions between NetCom and the 1C (or what-
ever unit made the triggering transmission). If a unit other than the 1C triggered the emergency
traffic only restriction, immediately infonn the 1C of the situation.

To initiate an emergency traffic only restriction on the Dispatch Net, use a alert warble tone and
broadcast, "All units, emergency traffic only on the Dispatch Net until further notice. " To initi-
ate an emergency traffic only restriction on any channel other than the Dispatch Net, simulcast
an alert warble tone and the above "emergency traffic only" announcement on the affected radio
net and the Dispatch Net. An emergency traffic only restriction typically lasts for minutes and
the restriction should be rebroadcast as needed. The channel marker will be activated for emer-

gency traffic.

To resume normal traffic, use a single alert tone and broadcast, "All units, resume normal traffic
on the (radio net name). " Make sure to broadcast the "resume normal traffic" aimouncement on
the same radio channels as the "emergency traffic only" announcement was broadcast.

Emereencv Traffic Only Requested by 1C

An 1C has the authority and responsibility to restrict a radio net to "emergency traffic only" any
time a firefighter is in imminent danger. When NetCom receives a request from an 1C to restrict
a radio net in use for a particular incident, the dispatcher will use an alert warble tone and simul-
cast on all fire service radio nets, "All units emergency traffic only on the (radio net name) until
further notice for (reason, i.e., evacuation, firefighter rescue. )" The dispatcher should then clear
the restricted radio net for the 1C to broadcast whatever instmctions or announcements are neces-

sary.
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To resume nonnal traffic, the dispatcher will use a single alert tone and simulcast on all fire radio
nets, "All units, resume normal traffic on the (radio net name).
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